Directions
Generate a concepts report. Utilize the work you have been doing on your concept generation as an initial draft to generate a report that explains all the concepts your team generated to solve the problem you defined. Copy your proposal report (stored it in your “Project” folder) and name the copy “me213-2021s-conceptsReport”.

Add “Part 2” to the report with the following sections. Use the same formatting and general tips as the proposal report. Start Part 2 on a separate page. The bibliography should still be at the end though. I.e. (Title, Part 1, Part 2, Bibliography).
Part 2: Concept Generation (at least one page per concept)

2.1 Concept name. (E.g. The Great Big Marker)
   - concise description of how the concept operates in the context of the functional requirements
   - One or more images of the concept with labels (note images should be “professional” – ask for more information)
   - If applicable, discussion of subsystems
   - Focusing on the what makes this concept unique, a pros and cons list for each concept. (Context of time, performance, money)

2.2 Next concept
2.3 etc.

Bibliography

Add new citations to your text and bibliography as necessary.

[This section will always remain at the end of your report. You should list proper citations, use IEEE format, for each externally referenced material (literature source, benchmark, etc.) in the order that you used them. For example:

[1] Citation 1 Information…

[2] Citation 2 Information…

You will be updating this section as well any time you add new references for this report.]